




































































































































































































































































































2001 Updated Downtown Development Plan

'-- 6: Traffic Circulations

Objecfives

The traffic analysis was conducted in support of the plan for redeveloping the downtown area of Pontiac. This

analysis had as its objectives to:

l. Reduce the speed of traffic onWoodward and permit better visibility of downtown and easier entrance

into downtown,

2. Reduce the speed of traffic on Huron between East Woodward and West Woodward to permit better

pedestrian crossings and to permit better visibility of the downtown area,

3. To provide the best possible traffic circulation within the downtown area as recommended land use

changes are implemented, and

4. To improve the westbound movement of M-59 from East Woodward to Saginaw which currently requires

two 90o tums.

Suggestions

Through a series of stakeholder meetings a number of recommended changes were proposed. These included:

l. Make Woodward two-way, de-emphasize Woodward, eliminate parts ofWoodward on the east side,

decrease Woodward as a barrier to accessing downtown.

2. Reconstruct Saginaw under the Phoenix Center to open up the land south of the Phoenix Center for

development consistent with downtown needs.

3. Redirect Saginaw around the Phoenix Center through "Lot 9" northwest of the Phoenix Center.

4. .Reroute M-59 westbound offof University and keep it on Huron by making Huron two-way.

5. Put a roundabout at M-59 and West Woodward on the west side of downtown to disperse traffic through

downtown.

6. Extend Water Street westbound and Wayne Street southbound to intersect in "Lot 9."
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7. Create a new street corurecting University with Oakland atLafayette.

Response to Suggestions

1. Make Woodward two-way

It is physically possible to make Woodward two-way but traffic issues make it a challenge. Woodward (M-1)

is part of the state trunkline and MDOT's approval would be required and difficult to obtain because their

primary interest is in moving traffic safely and rapidly and a one-way moves it fasterthan a two-way.

IfWoodward is to become a two-way arterial the several other changes must occur.

Cass Avenue that is currently one-way south from Montcalm to Woodward would have to become a two-way

street. This could entail widening this three-lane street to four lanes. West Woodward from Cass south to

Huron is currently a three-/ane arterial and would have to be widened to at least five lanes including a left turn

lane at Huron. West Woodward northbound at Huron and Orchard Lake and possibly at Pike would have to

have both left tum and right turn lanes in addition to two through-lanes. Southbound it is likely that oniy left

tum lanes would be needed. This would require a six-lane section at these intersections. These tum lanes

could be as narrow as 9 feet wide and to calm the traffic on Woodward the driving lanes could be no more

than 1l feet wide.

At the south end of the "Woodward Loop," it is recommended that East Woodward be reconfigured to for a

"T" intersection with West Woodward.

Corradino has conducted a PM peak travel model run of the downtown Pontiac project area. SEMCOG,

which provides the data for the modei, runs only the p.m. peak. (It is possible to make generalized estimates

based upon experiences elsewhere and derive an a.m. peak model run. However, in the absence of better

traffic counts the value of such data would be questionable.)

Figure I shows the volume-to-capacity ratio (V/C) projected for SEMCOG's estimate of traffc in the year

2A25. T\rcreis justonesectionofroadwaythatis showing aYlC (VolumeoverCapacity) of 1.25 orgreater.

This V/C equates to a Level of Service (LOS) of "F." This section is M-59 just west of West Woodward.

Apart from this section of M-59 the heaviest traffic (LOS of "D") is on:

Orchard Lake west ofWestWoodward,

M-59 east of Saginaw where M-59 becomes one-way east from Mill Street to the point where it joins the

two-way section of M-59,

East Woodward from Huron to Universiry

Cesar Ciravez (Oakland) Avenue, and

WestWoodward from Oakland to Cass.
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Figure 6-1: Current woodward one-way configuration
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Figure 2 shows the V/C for the same traffc with Woodward designated as a two-way thorougMare ranging

from four-lanes to six lanes (four through lanes and two turn lanes) at various points. This p.m. peak hour

traffic creates a LOS of "F" on much of EastWoodward

As a two-way arterial the main trafrc issue on Woodward is the northbound section between Auburn and

Oakland (BR24NB). This section is projected to be over capacity (LOS F) by 2025. The traffic on this section

is coming from points south along Woodward and east along University (M-59W8). In the evening all of this

traffic heading north requires more lanes than are presently available. [f Woodward were two-way at this point

then there would have to be additional lanes equal to the number of desired southbound lanes plus an

additional north bound lane. However, the section between University and Oakland would remain a problem.

This means that Woodward may need to be three lanes wider than at present.

2. Reconstruct Saginaw under the Phoenix Center to open up the land south of the
Phoenix Center for development consistent with downtown needs.

The design of Phoenix Center and the inclusion of east-west Auburn within the structure make this option

prohibitively diffrcult and expensive.

3. Redirect Saginaw around the Phoenix Center through "Lot 9" northwest of the
Phoenix Center.

Phoenix Center was designed in manner that is inconsistent with this altemative. Saginaw cannot be extended

further south while Phoenix Center remains in place. An exploration of the condition and life expectancy of
Phoenix Center suggests that the garage can be expected to have a continued useful life of about 20-30 more

years with careful maintenance. Neverttreless, at some point its demolition will become either feasible or

required. At that time a decision regarding the replacement of the lost parking spaces and the extension of
Saginaw southward will be in order.

4. Two-way Huron east of Mill Street

When M-59 was constructed it was designed to function with a split in the M-59 traffic at a point east of
Woodward, near Montclair Avenue. At that point the westbound traffic from M-59 joins the westbound traffic

on University on a one-way roadway. A liale further east, at about Paddock Street, eastbound Huron splits

sending some of traffic eastbound on M-59 and the remainder eastbound on University. The effect of this split

is a roadway design that functions well as it is but is not easily modified to carry two-way traffic between

Paddock and Mill Street.
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Figure 6-2: Woodward Configuration as a Two-Way Thoroughfare
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\!- 5. Put a roundabout at M-59 and West Woodward on the west side of downtown to
disperse traffic through downtown.

This would serye no useful purpose and would be a "hard sell" to MDOT.

6. Extend Water Street westbound and Wayne Street southbound to intersect in "Lot 9i)

The extension ofWayne Street southward is relatively easy to construct but at some cost to developable land

and parking on Lot 9. The future of Lot 9 must be considered as part of this proposal.

Likewise the extension ofWater Street westward to intersect withWayne on Lot 9 could be done rather easily.

It would provide a logical addition with costs the same as above.

The additional extension of Water Street to West Woodward could also be done but would have to be

coordinated with MDOT as it provides one more intersection on Woodward. Signalization would be required.

7. Create a new street connecting University with Oakland at Lafayette.

Connect University to BR24NB (Oakland) with a new curved section between UniversityAV'oodward and

\- Oakland/Lafayette, for example.

This appears to be a very expensive traffic change with very little traffic impact.

Most traffic coming WB on University either takes Woodward to Oakland or enters downtown and transfers to

westbound M-59, Huron. It is doubtful that drivers headed northbound on Oakland could be persuaded to

take a route that would have to cross Mill, Perry, Saginaw, and Lafayette.

Additional Suggestions

8. Calm traffic on East Woodward and West Woodward and make these streets more
pedestrian friendly.

This can be done by narrowing the driving lanes and by creating a landscaped median in the center of at least

West Woodward and possibly East Woodward as well. This would reduce traffic flow and create some

additional congestion in the peak drive time. However these recommendations are made primarily in the

interest of downtown development and revitalization. The resultant congestion would be limited to the peak

hour with more congestion likely on West Woodward in the a.m. peak.

Citv of Pontiac
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\--- The inclusion of a median would make pedestrian movement across Woodward easier and safer and would

permit the use of land west of Woodward and east of the railroad tracks to be used for additional downtown

parking.

9. Traffic Calming on Huron

This could be done and would probably be acceptable even though it would create some congestion,

especially at a.m. peak. Consider pavers at cross walks, landscaping, "bump outs" at intersections, or

entryway features such as arches or pylons.

10. Reestablish University between Mill Street and Saginaw as a one.way westbound street.

University at this point is presents a problem for westbound motorists as well as for downtown Pontiac.

Presently University ends at Perry Street. The one block section from Perry to Saginaw, referred to as Warren

Street on earlier maps, has been blocked offand is being used as a parking lot. It is suggested that

reconnecting University to Saginaw as a one-way westbound street could improve westbound M-59 trafrc.

This would also provide easier and direct access to Saginaw

Traffic Analysis

North-South

Currently downtown Pontiac is "surrounded" by the "tear drop" shaped Ml, Woodward Avenue, formerly

known as Widetrack Drive. Saginaw runs north-south through the center of downtown and terminates at the

entrance to the Phoenix Center Garage entrance on Water Street. Cesar Chavez Avenue as it enters downtown

from the north and joins Saginaw.

East-West

It is bisected by the east-west M59 that carries heavy volumes of through traffic in the heart of the downtown

area. East of Mill Street M59 consists of a one-way eastbound section on Huron and a one-way westbound

section on University. At the North entrance to the Phoenix Center Garage is Water Street, a two-way street

running east from Saginawto EastWoodward.
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Traflic

Most of the available current traffic counts in the downtown areaare from the Michigan Deparftnent of
Transportation (MDOT) and cover state roads M-l (Woodward) and M-59 (Huron and University.) Some

additional traffic data is available form the regional travel model maintained by the Southeast Michigan

Council of Govemments (SEMCOG) and run, as part of this project, by The Corradino Group. The traffrc

volumes provided by MDOT for the years 1995 through 1999 are:

M-59

Direction From/To

ADT

1995

ADT
1996

ADT

1997

ADT ADT

1998 1999

E-W

E-W

E-\M

EB

EB

WB

E-IV

E-W

31,060

33,840

39,930

16,960

19,360

16,210

31,030

40,460

ADT
1995

32,560

35,740

41,090

17,030

20,300

16,410

32,520

42,410

ADT

1996

29,570

36,r40

20,930

17,350

20,680

16,730

29,850

43,210

ADT

1997

US-24 city limitsiFranklin Blvd

Franklin Blvd/I-75 BL SB

l-75 BL SB / Mill Street

Mill Street / I-75 BLNB

I-75 BLNB / Paddock Street

University / Paddock St.

Paddock St / ML King Blvd.

East Blvd / Opdyke Rd

33,780 34,430

37,230 37,930

2r,560 21,970

r7,870 18,210

21,300 21,710

11,680 I1,900

19,560 19,930

27,900 28,430

ADT ADT

1998 1999

M-l Woodward (Woodward)

Direction From/To

One-way Saginaw & Woodward Lp. / Huron 17,430

One-way Huron EB / UniversityWB 12,260

One-way UniversityWB / Perry St. 22,710

One-way Perry St. / OaklandNB 24,870

One-way OaklandNB I Cass SB 19,960

One-way Cass SB i Cass & Huron 21,640

One-way Cass & Huron / Saginaw & Wd. Lp. 15,740

Recommendations

Phase I

18,270

15,570

23,810

25,970

L5,320

22,684

16,500

18,620

15,870

24,260

26,460

15,610

23,110

14,650

19,110 19,470

16,850 17,170

22,930 23,360

24,870 25,350

14,560 14,840

21,130 2r,530

13,270 13,530

In service of the objective of the revitalization of downtown Pontiac the most important single traffrc

change that could be made is the change of Woodward from one-way to two-way throughout the entire

loop. This change can be expected to be expensive, very likely more than $4 million. The addition of

100' right turn lanes to northbound West Woodward at Pike and Huron will also impact the development

of adjacent parcels but will be necessary to permit entry into the core downtown area without creating

even more delay on Woodward.

of Pontiac
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fu part of this change East Woodward should be reconfigured as a "T" intersection and West Woodward's
southern extremity. This will result in a small triangular island of land that can be used as a gateway marker, a
sense of place, as traffic approaches downtown Pontiac.

This change to a two-way Woodward will not be acceptable to MDOT as it degrades traffc flow.
Nevertheless, it is so integral to reestablishiog a sustainable downtown area that it should be done on

economic development and community development grounds alone. It will require a hlgh level political
coalition of forces and must emanate from the highest levels of state govemment. It does not result in
"breaking" the highway network but it does make traffic delays longer during the a.m. and p.m. peak hours.

At the same time University should be reopened between Mill Street and Saginaw at a much lower cost except

for the replacement of existing parking. This will provide both an alternative route for traffc entering from
M-59 east of Pontiac and destined for points north of the clty as well as making for easier and more attractive
entry into the downtown core.

Phase 2

As part of the second phase of this project portions of East Woodward should be considered for a landscaped

median especially the section bordering the new water feature between Water Street and University. This

would include the construction of left turn lanes and provide a pedestrian haven while crossing this busy

roadway.

Phase 3

A later phase should consider a new street extending eastward from Oakland and Lafayette and curving

southward to a "T" intersection with University. This will provide additional travel options between areas east

and north of Pontiac and will provide additional capaclty where the change of Woodward to a two-way arterial

has eliminated some capacity. The timing of this change will depend largely upon development pressures and

this may occur even as early as Phase l.
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